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A manifesto for Cambridge Mathematics (2015)

Coherent and integrated

The four integrated elements of Cambridge Mathematics are:

• the Cambridge Mathematics Framework, the content spine to 
which the other elements will link

• resources, both paper based and electronic

• a coherent formative and summative assessment offer

• a professional development framework encompassing both 
subject and pedagogical knowledge
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The Framework will:

• be a map of the full domain of mathematical knowledge 
from pre-school to the end of the upper secondary phase of 
education and training arrangements

• be loosely age-related and based on progressions in 
organising concepts and principles

• be the basis for different curriculum pathways which will 
flesh out a more detailed hierarchy

• be a basis for deriving standards

• be illustrated by indicative content and 
exemplar performances
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The Framework will:

• be evidenced both from the study of a range of mathematics 
curricula and mathematics assessments, and from a 
theoretical perspective of conceptual progression

• allow for the description of skills and dispositions 
necessary for effective use of mathematics
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Show that the area of the parallelogram = (a x b) x (c x d) 



for what values of k does the generalisation

3   k   k (2k – 6)   (3 + k)

give five numbers 
with median = mean = mode = range = k?

averages



The mass of a 10p coin is 6g.

The mass of a 10p coin together with a 5p coin is 10g.

A number of 10p coins and 5p coins altogether have a mass of 60g.

How many 10p and how many 5p coins could there be?

Have you found all the different possibilities?
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Learning
identitypractice 

meaning

community

learning as 
becoming

learning as 
doing

learning as 
belonging

learning as 
experience 
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Design for learning

design
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